Utopia

dystopia

How to communicate the eco-climatic crisis?
Trough Art & Design

By keeping a positive approach

By being critical and aware

Reinventing and innovating

Now it's your turn!




AN APPEAL TO ARTISTS, CREATIVES, DESIGNERS, GRAPHIC DESIGNERS,
ILLUSTRATORS, SCULPTORS AND ANY AWAKENED MIND CONCERNED
ABOUT THE HEALTH OF THE PLANET.

The exhibition
International

open-source

participatory

In 2021 an international art project was born in Milan with the aim of communicating the seriousness
of the eco-climatic crisis in an innovative, incisive and irreverent way. Artists can take part, using
techniques of their choice, with works that communicate the urgent need for mass awareness and
the moment of serious crisis we are going through.



The idea of this new edition is to create a global event with
contemporary exhibitions in different cities. The format will be Open
Source: works can be selected, downloaded and printed by anyone who
wants to organise an exhibition. 


Each art work will have a dedicated QR code that will allow the public to react and comment, giving
the artists direct feedback on their piece.


Internationale thematische Simultankunstveranstaltung Milan, London, Berlin, Paris, Barcelona, Rome und andere...

Konzept
research

new languages

emotions

While recognising the need to be explicit about the disastrous consequences of the current crisis, we
note that communication based solely on the devastating effects can have counterproductive
consequences on people, raise psychological barriers, paralyze them in fear, and lead to an attitude of
flight and denial.



We need to accompany the Dystopia with an Utopia; the eco-climatic
crisis leads us to conceive and develop new imaginaries of different
societies that show everyone a path to the better world we all know is
possible. 


The information overload our brains are subjected to has turned them into impregnable fortresses.
Art can be the Trojan horse that overcomes these defenses and penetrates with a message that
strikes not only our heads but also our hearts, activating and motivating the generation of new
narratives.



This can happen not only by imagining utopias but also by evoking
positive emotions, using for example irony and paradox to highlight the
absurdity of the dominant narrative.


Selection process
The project is under the artistic supervision of the curator and art critic
Gabi Scardi, who together with the promoting group will select the most
relevant works.


Each local organizational space will then be free to decide which of the works to exhibit. All the works
submitted will remain visible and accessible on the Extinction Rebellion exhibition website. The first
exhibition in 2021 featured around 35 works chosen from the 150 submitted by over 50 artists from
all over the world, 


See the complete selection at:

https://extinctionrebellion.it/media/mostra-comunicare-la-crisi/

www.xrartmilano.com

xrartmilano

International thematic simultaneous art event Milan, London, Berlin, Paris, Barcelona, Rome and others ...

The poster

It is necessary for the artistic production to focus on the creation of works whose final output will be a
print from a digital file in Poster format, because it allows for replication in different places of the
exhibition event as envisaged in this project. Any material contributions or performances should be
submitted in agreement with the specific gallery concerned and will only be visible locally and
possibly as multimedia documentation on the website.


The submitted artworks will be added to the kit of posters and images created in the previous edition,
from which those who are trying to spread this message can draw from (all this obviously agreed and
in respect of the artists' rights on the artworks).


We will ask participating artists to subscribe to the Creative Commons Attribution International 4.0
license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode). Any revenue from posters sold
during the exhibitions will be used to fund the project in the future. In case you choose not to
subscribe to the license, this will not affect your participation in the selection or exhibition.


Technical specifications for posters:

Dimensions of the work: 100 x 138 cm.

Those who submit the application will receive detailed instructions by e-mail on the type of .pdf file to
send.


How to submit:

If you are interested in participating and would like further information, please write an email to:
xrartmilano@protonmail.com. To submit your works, kindly use this registration and submission
form: https://forms.gle/iXAYVwbwMNtKx5a57



The deadline to submit your work is September 10th, 2022.

About us
Extinction Rebellion (XR) is an international non-violent movement born in 2018 in the UK, calling
for humanity to act now to counter the critically serious ecological and climate crisis. XR is present
in over 70 countries and has quickly become one of the most important and listened to eco/socio/
political movements.


As a strategic choice, XR aims for a high artistic and creative level in its actions and
communications. It conceives its actions as visionary actions, involving theater, performances,
sculptures, costumes, etc.. It believes that art should be placed at the center of any process of
cultural renewal. The XR message is not just a tragic message of disasters, costs and sacrifices,
rather, it aims to illustrate a way out, by implementing new methods of working together in a
non-violent and regenerative way. This is the message we want to spread. A story of
interconnection of the ecosystem, of how we belong to nature and are not its masters.


For information on XR theory and methods: www.extinctionrebellion.it

To get an idea of XR's actions: https://www.youtube.com/channel/ UCY ThdLKE6TDwBJhqDC6ICA
International thematic simultaneous art event Milan, London, Berlin, Paris, Barcelona, Rome and others ...

